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once you have been using the gopal for some time, the battery life will be long. this is achieved by the gopal smart pack. on the gopal, there are two options that help reduce energy consumption. the gopal smart pack with the so-called
smart sleep mode reduces the power consumption by up to 50%. with this mode, the gopal uses the lowest possible energy and activates the minimum power consumption as soon as it is no longer needed. the gopal is designed in a very

compact design, so that it is not so heavy. the gopal fits easily into your pocket. the gopal is designed for sports enthusiasts. it provides a good overview of your personal data and your training. the gopal 510 and 515 offer an integrated set
of core navigation tools, which can be extended with third-party software and online services. the gopal 510 includes a map, a voice-guided car navigation system, a traffic information service, a voice-guided route planner and a voice-

guided turn-by-turn compass. the gopal 515 adds an mms and a usb connection for an external music player. both range models also include a dedicated joystick. the 510 ships with a lifetime subscription for trafficmaster's route guidance
service. the gopal 510 and 515 are each powered by a single aaa battery. the gopal 515 can also be used with a car cigarette lighter adapter, and the gopal 510 can be charged using a usb cable. both models ship with a dedicated charger
and an ac adapter. the gopal 515 also ships with a cradle that can store it when not in use. for full details, see the official medion product page to protect against accidental activation, the gopal models are designed to only show their on-
screen menus when the vehicle is in motion. the navigation system can also be turned off entirely via a button on the joystick. to accommodate the vehicle-mounted controls, the models are designed to sit on the dashboard or windscreen
of your car. the gopal range also contains a kickstand which allows it to sit on your dashboard, or on the lower half of the windscreen, for hands-free use. the kickstand can also be used as a spare seat for your child when the unit is not in

use.
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